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Every partner company of Cisco Systems needs a number of Cisco-certified people on its staff. While the basic Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) exam will satisfy basic Cisco requirements, the Cisco Certified Design Associate (CCDA) indicates more rigorous training and greater capability. Job applicants with CCDAs will outshine CCNAs every time. CCDA Exam Certification Guide will help you earn your CCDA rating, obviously, but goes beyond mere test preparation by explaining the concepts that govern the behavior of Cisco data networking equipment. Look in this book--authorized by Cisco, and written with the help of a number of its employees--for the background material you need in order to make sense of product manuals and command-line help.
  The authors begin each chapter with a quiz that's meant to gauge your understanding of a subject (IPv6 addressing, for instance) and thereby help you spend your study time wisely. A reader who commits to working through a particular chapter is first presented with increasingly detailed information, beginning with general concepts and theories and ending with specific product details and procedures, where they're applicable. Chapters end with quizzes that contain  questions in the style of the exam, and the book's final 10 percent or so is devoted to case studies that illustrate how the CCDA techniques taught elsewhere might be put into practice. Overall, CCDA Exam Certification Guide comes across as a careful and comprehensive treatment of the published CCDA exam objectives, and a volume that will reward diligent study. --David Wall

  Topics covered: The subjects covered on the Cisco Certified Design Associate (CCDA) exam (640-861). These include design methodologies, LAN and WAN design principles, addressing and routing, and integrated security.


The official test preparation guide for the CCDA 640-861 DESGN exam

	Review topics in the CCDA 640-861 DESGN exam for comprehensive exam readiness
	Prepare with proven study tools like foundation summaries, and pre- and post-chapter quizzes to ensure mastery of the subject matter
	Get into test-taking mode with a CD-ROM testing engine containing over 200 questions that measure testing readiness and provide feedback on areas requiring further study


The first step in the Cisco Systems certification networking design track, CCDA (Cisco Certified Design Associate) certification requires that a candidate pass the CCDA 640-861 DESGN exam. CCDAs have the skills needed to determine customer requirements for security, scalability, and network management; design a network structure that meets customers' needs; identify how to build a network prototype; and link Cisco's products in an end-to-end manner. 

CCDA Exam Certification Guide (CCDA Self-Study), Second Edition is designed for professional networkers and students who are pursuing CCDA certification. As such, the book will cover all the exam topics upon which candidates will be tested in this new version of the CCDA exam. Each chapter uses all the necessary components to help a reader prepare for the exam, including "Do I Know this Already" quizzes that assess knowledge; Foundation Summary sections that highlight essential concepts; exam topic lists for easy reference; and end-of-chapter review questions. The final chapter in the book contains scenarios that help readers prepare for the exam.

A companion CD-ROM contains more than 200 questions intended to provide testing preparation and feedback on areas for further study.
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Narcolepsy and Hypersomnia (Lung Biology in Health and Disease)CRC Press, 2006

	Compiled by an international group of more than 40 authors, this reference book supplies an engaging and comprehensive review of the major topics and key issues associated with narcolepsy and hypersomnia. Spanning the latest advances in the field, this source covers current diagnostic procedures, genetic developments, explorations of animal...
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The Toaster Project: Or a Heroic Attempt to Build a Simple Electric Appliance from ScratchPrinceton Press, 2011

	Where do our things really come from? China is the most common answer, but Thomas Thwaites decided he wanted to know more. In The Toaster Project, Thwaites asks what lies behind the smooth buttons on a mobile phone or the cushioned soles of running sneakers. What is involved in extracting and processing materials? To answer these...
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2002
HTML & XHTML: The Definitive  Guide, 5th Edition is the most comprehensive, up-to-date book available  on HTML and XHTML. The authors cover every element of HTML/XHTML in detail,  explaining how each element works and how it interacts with other elements. With  hundreds of examples, the book...
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Practical J2EE Application ArchitectureMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Developers and students aspiring to be Java 2 Enterprise Edition architects  will greatly benefit from this groundbreaking resource. Packed with information  on technologies, processes, and architecture, this book provides complete  end-to-end coverage for designing and developing a J2EE-based solution.  Plus--this is the first book to show and...
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Wireless Home Networking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Wireless home networks are better than ever! The emergence of new industry standards has made them easier, more convenient, less expensive to own and operate. Still, you need to know what to look for (and look out for), and the expert guidance you’ll find in Wireless Home Networks For Dummies, 3rd Edition helps you ensure that your...
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Tribology for Scientists and Engineers: From Basics to Advanced ConceptsSpringer, 2014

	Tribology is an interdisciplinary field enjoying increased attention in research fields

	from engineering to life sciences. Despite growing attention towards this field and

	its demonstrated applications and usefulness, there are not many devoted degree

	programs focusing on it. In several university education programs specialized...
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